Visual Effects of House

“Prescription Passion”

Get the inside scoop
of the special effects
used on the show.

A 6 minute feature of
House’s favorite fictional
medical soap opera.

Blooper Reel

Favorite Episode
So Far

H

An behind the scenes
look at the imperfections
and oddities inside the
world of House

Interviews with the
cast and on their
favorite episodes of
the series.
House’s Head
Commentary of the show
by the creators David
Shore and Katie Jacobs

Special
Features

HOUSE

SEASON 4

1: Alone

9. Games

2: The Right Stuff

10.It’saWonderfulLie

House must learn to work without the help of his team, while
Wilson tries to force House into job interviews.
House is forced to choose a new staff out of 40 candidates and
tries to solve a case for a pilot from the Air Force.

3. 97 Seconds

House breaks the candidates into 2 group working to diagnose a
patient with a shortening lifespan.

House diagnoses a rock star with a history of drug use and
names the winners of his “job interview”.

House obsesses over the case of a mother and daughter that
don’t keep secrets from one another.

11. Frozen

House must work so solve the case of a patient in the South
Pole... from New Jersey.

4. Guardian Angels

12. Don’t Ever Change

5. Mirror Mirror

13. No More Mr. Nice Guy

6. Whatever It Takes

14. Living The Dream

7. Ugly

15. House’s Head

8. You Don’t Want To Know

16. Wilson’s Heart

House and the staff struggles to deal with a patient who has
visions of her dead mother.
A person suffering with neurological symptoms mirrors the
behavior of the doctors in the hospital.
House is requested for help by the CIA, leaving Forman in charge
of a patient who passed out during a drag car race.
House and the team deal with a patient with a facial deformity that is
followed by a reality T.V. crew.
The team works to solve the case of a magician whose heart
stopped in the middle of his performance.

After a woman collapses at her wedding, House is suspicious
that she woman is a drug user.
House deals with a patient that he believes is “too nice” and
competes for the attention of Wilson.
House feels star struck when the star of his favorite soap opera becomes his patient.
House struggles with amnesia while trying to find a patient
who was dying while on the same bus.
The team must work to save the life of a close-friend while
dealing with House’s foggy memory.

EVERYBODY LIES.

H OUSE

